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Designed, built and managed by EnableX,
we offer you a full-stack of
communication channels – voice, video,
SMS, messaging- that are tightly
integrated yet modular for you to pick the
channels you need and effortlessly add on
more for an omnichannel experience.
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Smarter
Communications.
Easy Approach.
Better Results.
Make way for newer opportunities with
EnableX easy-to-implement APIs.
Engineered for scalability and security,
ours is a cloud-based communications
platform that makes integrating Live
Video, Voice, SMS and Chat into
applications and workﬂows a lot easier.

Omnichannel
Reach

Customisable
Platforms

If you are developing a solution to resell,
or are in a ﬁnancial organisation that
follows strict regulatory requirements,
EnableX’s ﬂexible deployment options
allow you to deploy on your data centre,
private cloud or hybrid.
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Carrier-grade
Infrastructure

EnableX powers the future of business
communications with a robust platform
that scales. Our secure, future-proof and
robust architecture ensures high
availability of services with optimized
communications experience.
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AI-powered
Capabilities

Our AI-powered engine helps minimise
network latency and optimise quality
communications. Using
intelligence-driven features like facial and
emotion recognition, text-to-speech and
more, you can create innovative and
high-value interactions.
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Fast and Easy
Deployment

With APIs and SDKs, developers can
easily embed the required call
functionalities into their applications
using any programming language.
Increase the speed of development and
deployment with our low-code wrappers,
visual builders, and a solid library of
documentation and tutorials.

Developer-trusted,
AI-enabled
Communications
Platform-as-a-Service

Flexible Building Blocks.
Perfect For Every Kind Of Communication.
Modularly designed, you can start with just one communications channel and
effortlessly add on more for an omni-channel, omni-device experience.

Programmable Video

Programmable Voice

Embed high deﬁnition video calling directly into your mobile
applications or websites for mulitparty calling.

Build crystal-clear voice calling functions into your app with our
software-enabled and fault-tolerant platform.

Programmable Chat

Programmable SMS

Create meaningful conversations with the in-app chat
experience built on resilient infrastructure.

Use One-Way SMS to send notiﬁcations or alerts or create
engaging two-way conversations

Virtual Number

Facial Recognition AI

Get instant access to voice and SMS-enabled numbers in
more than 100 countries worldwide

Enhance video conversations with face analysis and
emotion recognition AI.

For more information, visit www.enablex.io/cpaas

Countless Use Cases
Limited Only By Your Imagination
Healthcare

Finance
Two-factor authentications

Appointment reminders and alerts

Video-enabled KYC

Online consutations

Video Banking

Vritual therapy and consultations

Retail

Education
Online Tutoring

In-store Kiosks

Distance learning

Buyer-seller-communications

Virtual admission fair

Marketing broadcasting and notiﬁcations

Customer Service
AI-enabled Chatbots
Customer-agent helpline
Technical help desk

IoT
Building Surveillance

HR and Recruitment
AI-enabled Talent Search
Video interviews
Appointment reminders

Let’s together build communications that
lead conversations!

AI-enabled Chatbot
Biometric authentication

For more information, visit www.enablex.io/cpaas

GET STARTED

